SUBMARINE SIMULATOR SOLUTION
COMPLETE MULTI-DOMAIN SIMULATION SYSTEM FOR SUBMARINE TRAINING

→ COMPLETELY INTEGRATED SOLUTION
→ SIMULATES THE ENTIRE SUBMARINE MAIN ELEMENTS & SYSTEMS
→ PART OF BATTLE GROUP FORCE SIMULATIONS SYSTEM (EX. ASWTT)

www.ecagroup.com
SUBMARINE SIMULATOR SOLUTION
COMPLETE MULTI-DOMAIN SIMULATION SYSTEM
FOR SUBMARINE TRAINING

SIMULATES ALL VESSEL SYSTEMS AND SUBSYSTEMS
• SSNS Submarine Surface Navigation Simulator + Add-on
• SDS: Steering and Diving Simulator
• STT: Submarine Tactical Trainer (include Sonar)
• SPMS: Submarine Platform Management Simulator

SCALABLE TRAINING DATABASE SYSTEM CUSTOMIZATION
SCALABLE TRAINING
Being capable of simulate an entire platform for crew training, the system can be used also for individual training of commanding officers, sonar op., engineers as each module can also be used separately in simultaneous training sessions

DATABASE SYSTEM
The user can fully control platforms And the environmental parameters.

CUSTOMIZATION
It is possible to supply realistic replica system (both interface and logic) for the maximum Fidelity in training senior crews.
A partial replica, or generic systems, is available for basic submarine crew training.